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MAGALIESSIG Action Forum 

Our local Residents’ Association working for a better and safer suburb 

Following its formation just over 9 years ago, in early 2010, the Magaliessig Action Forum (MAF) has evolved 

into a fully-fledged residents’ association which monitors and attends to many important aspects that affect the 

lives of Magaliessig residents and businesses. MAF is your local Residents’ Association.  

Our objective is to ensure that Magaliessig remains a safe, clean, healthy and pleasant place in which to live, 

play and work. We have volunteer committee members who address such issues as security, parks and litter, 

roads and signage, commercial creep, finance, membership and fund-raising.  

Please join us to help in achieving this worthy goal. Protect the value of your property and enhance your lives by 

taking action along with us against crime, grime and unwarranted commercial intrusion into our beautiful 

suburb.  

We need all the support we can get. Please join up and contribute to our cause which is, after all, your cause. 

MAF and Makro/Massmart – 9 years of action 

Saving Magaliessig from commercial ruin and protecting the value of our residential 

properties 

It was just over nine years ago in February 2010 that Magaliessig residents were notified of a meeting to be held 

at the Design Quarter at which it was discovered that Makro, in the guise of Mystic Blue Trading 66 (pty) ltd, 

had purchased the agricultural holding, Mandalay, on the corner of Witkoppen Road and Leslie Avenue (aka 

Merrow Lane) in November 2008. The intention was to build a 20 000 sq. metre Makro megastore with parking 

for 1000 cars on the property. This would entail re-zoning of the land and obtaining planning permission from 

City of Johannesburg (CoJ) 

It was quickly recognised that this development would be a major intrusion which, with its attendant heavy 

traffic, would have totally changed the nature of many Magaliessig residents’ lives and severely degraded the 

value of the suburb and their properties. Furthermore, such an intrusion would have likely set a precedent for yet 

more commercial development to take place within the suburb. 

Thus, Magaliessig Action Forum (MAF) was formed, residents were mobilised and the battle began. Organised 

by MAF, objections were sought and lodged, research into traffic was carried out, market surveys were 

undertaken, legal counsel was consulted and hearings were attended.  

In a mini-victory, the CoJ rejected Makro’s application for planning permission. Makro then appealed to the 

Gauteng Province. After lengthy deliberations, the Gauteng Township Board upheld Makro’s appeal. The MEC 

for Economic Development, Environment, Agriculture and Rural Development gave his formal approval to the 

Makro proposal with a few minor conditions. 
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Both MAF and CoJ took this unexpected event on review. There has since been much legal to-ing and fro-ing 

leading to long delays and that review has yet to be heard.  

Suspecting that the residents’ viewpoints regarding the proposed Makro might not have been fully presented to 

him, MAF initiated several meetings with Massmart’s CEO. This indeed proved to be the case and the Makro 

megastore was instead located in Riversands, opening in November 2017. 

Meanwhile, faced with space limitations at their present Pineslopes site, Massmart decided that it would instead 

construct a new Builders Warehouse store on their Magaliessig site. Although smaller than the planned Makro, 

MAF took the view that this store would doubtless be worse for the suburb than a Makro. As you may be aware, 

Builders requires the access of even bigger trucks than Makro, stores piles of unsightly building materials on-

site and attracts dozens of informal building artisans, transport bakkies, general vagrants and inevitable ‘fast-

food’ trailers.  

Nonetheless, MAF met and engaged with Massmart to try to find solutions to these big issues. Massmart 

presented some adjusted plans which although they addressed some issues, were not entirely acceptable to MAF 

and its members. Recently, following continued pressure by MAF, it now appears that Massmart has dropped 

the Builders Warehouse 

plans and is considering 

residential development 

on the site, possibly with 

a limited commercial 

component along the 

Witkoppen Road side.  

But, at this stage, the 

battle is not yet won. 

Until an acceptable 

alternative development 

plan is presented or a 

suitable irrevocable 

undertaking is provided, 

MAF will, on our 

members’ and residents’ 

behalf, continue to 

monitor the activities of 

Massmart both on and 

off-site to ensure that the 

threat of a Builders Warehouse (or any other unacceptable business) does not unexpectedly resurface. 

MAF will continuously guard against unplanned or unwarranted commercial developments that may destroy the 

quiet, residential nature of our suburb. 

 

  

Figure 1 - The property purchased by Massmart. 
Image: the CoJ’s Corporate GIS Online Maps 
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Theft out of motor vehicles 

Place all valuables out to sight, preferably in the boot or trunk! 

This is the single biggest crime category as reported by SAPS, month after month, without fail.  

The reason: People never stop leaving expensive items on display in their cars, especially whilst at shopping 

centres and when travelling home. Such items as handbags, computers, tablets, briefcases, wallets, etc, are 

magnets for ‘smash and grabbers’. We appeal to 

you all to place such items out of sight, ideally in 

the boot or trunk. That way the temptation will be 

gone and because of that, we hope, so will the 

criminals. 

Douglasdale SAPS has, in conjunction with the 

CPF, has conducted several “Crime Awareness” 

campaigns in Fourways, including on Main Road 

near Robin (Sangster). One purpose is to provide a 

warning to “smash and grabbers” and also to make 

motorists aware of the presence of crime and to 

advise them to keep all valuables out of sight. 

Smash and grabbers will generally not attempt 

their crime unless they can see potential valuables 

to grab immediately after smashing a window. 

Sadly all too often, motorists place laptops, hand-

bags, briefcases, cell phones and the like on seats and in foot-wells, on open display for all to see. This picture is 

of those taking part in the campaign on Main Road on 20 June 2019. 

SAPS would like to thank, on behalf of the sector, Douglasdale SAPS members, Community Patrollers, TRSS, 

SDS and Night Guard Security for the part that they each played. 

Traffic light outages 

Beggars and vagrants at the lights are not necessarily all that they seem 

Have you ever wondered why so many traffic lights are often out in Fourways? Well, many of these outages are 

caused by genuine faults or power failures. But that’s not always the case!  

It has recently been discovered that some outages are the result of tampering by vagrants who then take 

advantage of the resulting chaos to “direct traffic” at that intersection. A great public service you may think, not 

considering why the lights are out. Well, think again. It is the generous tips handed out by ‘grateful’ motorists 

that are behind a number of recent outages. Whilst directing traffic may seem like a public service and useful 

enterprise to you, the vagrants are actually committing crimes. Also, they are untrained and have no insurance to 

cover you should they cause an accident.  

Please do not encourage them by handing out tips or gifts, whether the lights are out or not. The vagrants and 

beggars are indistinguishable from the criminals that “hide” amongst them, ready to pray upon you while you 

are stuck in traffic. 
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OBITUARY - Denis Grace 

It is with great sadness that we record the passing of Denis Grace at the age of 88. Denis had been a director of 

MAF for many years and served as our treasurer. He was a resident of Merrow Down Country Club. He leaves 

behind his wife and three children to whom we extend our most sincere condolences. He will be sorely missed. 

Our new Treasurer 

A warm welcome to Derrick Theck 

Following the passing of Denis Grace, we have appointed a new treasurer. Merrow Down resident and 

professional accountant, Derrick Theck has very kindly volunteered his services and stepped up to the plate. All 

of us on MAF’s committee extend a very warm welcome to him. We are sure our finances continue in very safe 

hands.  

Community Events 

An Easter Egg Hunt which was organised by 

MAF members on the 13th April , was a great 

success. The children had lots of fun hunting 

for the many eggs which had been hidden in 

and around the Heilbrunnen Bird Sanctuary. 

Face painting, an egg and spoon race , tea and 

hot cross buns all added to the enjoyment of 

the day. 

Forthcoming Community Events 

A quiz night will be held in July at a local restaurant. Numbers will be limited so make sure you don't miss out. 

Details will be announced in the next fortnight. 
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MAGALIESSIG 
Action Forum 

Copyright © 2019, Magaliessig Action Forum. 

This MAGALIES viewpoint newsletter was produced by the Magaliessig Action Forum (MAF) to provide useful 

information about the activities of MAF, the community and other organisations to the residents and business 

people of Magaliessig.  

Contributions to this newsletter are welcome although MAF reserves the right to publish or edit them as it sees 

fit or necessary. 

Disclaimer: The content in this newsletter is provided for information purposes only. Whilst we endeavour to 

provide information that is up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, 

expressed or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the 

information provided herein. The information and opinions provided in this newsletter are those of the authors 

and may not necessarily reflect the official views or stance of MAF.  

Issued by Magaliessig Action Forum, NPC. 

Registration No. 2011/010714/08 

Website: http://www.magaliessig.co.za 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/magaliessig 

Chairman: Mary Hanna 

Phone: +27-83-654-4357 

Email: Magaliessig@gmail.com 

Mailing address:  Magaliessig Action Forum NPC, c/o Merrow Down Country Club, P/Bag X11,  

Bryanston, 2021 South Africa 

 

Directors (2018-19): Stephen G Appleton*, Mary Hanna (chairman), Mike Hogan  (* = British) 

 


